having any meaning but used just the same, thrown out 93
like counterfeit money. Men who believe in nothing write
learned tomes about gods who never existed. This is part
of the cultural rigmarole. If you are very proficient at it
you finally get a seat in the academy where you slowly
degenerate into a full-fledged chimpanzee.
Here is Agamemnon and his spouse. Would we like'
something a la carte or a full banquet, a royal gorge, so
to speak? Where is the wine list? A good cold wine while
we wait would be in order. Katsimbalis is smacking his
lips 5 his palate is dry. We flop down on the lawn and
Agamemnon brings us a de luxe edition of a book by an
English archaeologist.' This is the hors d'oeuvre, appar-
'ently, for the bloody English tourist. The book stirJcs of
learning: it is abdut upper and lower strata, breast-plates,
chicken bones and grave relics. I chuck it aside when Aga-
memnon has turned his back. He is a tender fellow, this
Agamemnon, and is almost a diplomat from force of
habit. His wife has the air of being a good cook. Katsim-
balis is dozing off under a big tree. Some German sauer-
krauts, disguised as human beings, are sitting at a table
under another tree. They look frightfully learned and
repulsive 5 they are swollen like toads.
I am gazing blankly at the field of Irish green. It is a
Lawrence Durrell field, heraldic in every sense of the
. word. Looking blankly into that field I suddenly realize
^hat Durrell was trying to tell me in those long rambling
poems he called letters. I used to think, when these heral-
dic messages arrived at the Villa Seurat on a cold sum-
mer's day in Paris, that he had taken a sniff of coke before
oiling his pen. Once a big fulsome sheaf which looked
like prose fell out of the envelope—it was called "Zero"
and it was dedicated to me by this same Lawrence Durrell

